
Defeat the 
Trump agenda

Raise up 
progressive 
voices & values in 
Colusa County

INDIVISIBLE
Colusa County



92 days
Let's get 
to work!



"Whatever you're doing,
it's not enough."
- Barack Obama

Get out the vote
& flip the Senate 
in battleground
Western states 

Our focus: 



Iowa

Alaska

Arizona

Colorado

Montana

Texas 

Kansas

Current target states. 

Possible additional target states.



Amplifying

Campaign volunteering

Donating
Phonebanking

Textbanking
Postcarding

Do the Work



Postcarding

ICC provides the voter addresses & script

You provide stamps & postcards
- or -

Pick up packets of postcards from ICC 
(while supplies last)

Voter-to-voter notes to vote



Campaigns developed with progressive 
groups in each state

Focus on low-propensity voters who are 
Dems, persuadable independents or 
nonregistered folks likely to vote Dem

Targeted and strategic

Postcarding



Write on your own
- or -

Join us on Zoom Tuesdays 4:30-5:30 pm

How much time?  Typically: 
• 10-20 postcards in 1 hour 

Info: indivisiblecolusa.org

Get started

Postcarding



Textbanking

Web-based texting platforms. 

Private! Voters only see your first name.

You send "canned" messages. 

Text voting-related reminders 



Textbanking

Experienced texters: 1,000-2,000 texts 
per hour

5 to 10% response rate

Some genuine, rewarding conversations 

Big reach, little effort



Textbanking

Get trained by Indivisible Yolo's 
Text Team

Most Saturdays, 12-2 pm on Zoom

Sign up: indivisibleyolo.org

Not hard but there's a learning curve.



Phonebanking

Make calls solo from home.

Join group phonebanks on Zoom - get 
training & support.

Organize a training session for a circle of 
friends or family.

Spanish speakers needed!

Make calls with Flip the West



Phonebanking

Every Wednesday through Sept. 16: Call 
young people in Montana to confirm 
their voter registration is up to date. 

Example: Calls to Big Sky Country 

FTW has many phonebank sessions many 
times each week: 

flipthewest.com/phonebankathome



Donating

the time 
is now



Donating
Estimated # of 
individual donors, 
April-June 2020 

Source: NY Times



CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEERING

ICC cannot 
coordinate with 
campaigns or 
political parties. 

But you can! 



Amplifying

Activate friends & family 

Use social media for social good

Like, share & comment on ICC's posts on 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter

More Powerful Together

Don't 
agonize, 
organize!



indivisiblecolusa.org

"We are the ones
we've been waiting for."
- Barack Obama


